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Choose phs Teacrate For Your Home Move
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    What does Commercial Crate Rental look like with phs Teacrate?

To help give you peace of mind, we have prepared an informative and practical guide to our comprehensive range of plastic removal crates to assist you throughout the entire process!
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        Customer Satisfaction Rating

    



                        


        

        


                        
                                
    

    phs Teacrate is the UK's leading supplier of moving crate hire for schools, hospitals, companies and more. As the most popular crate rental service for companies and organisations, we keep our finger on the pulse when it comes to customer satisfaction and happiness, and our ratings are based on real-time reporting, so the results you see here is always based on dynamic real-time ratings and feedback. Click here for more info on our removal crate hire services. 

We have storage crates available and logistics centres in London, Bristol, Manchester, Birmingham and more, allowing us to be the leading rental crate hire company across the UK and to efficiently deliver removal and packing crate hire services regardless of your location. Our range of plastic moving crates are a great way to accommodate large moves for offices and businesses, as they are more protective, more sustainable, and involve less physical work than cardboard boxes, and of course are significantly cheaper than purchasing your own plastic packing crates. As a nationwide crate hire solution, we can carry out crate deliveries from start to finish, accommodating office relocation and business relocation projects by bringing them to your old location empty and dropping the filled crates off to your new premises.

We provide lidded crates, unlidded crates heavy duty durable plastic crates, and a full range of removal packaging materials such as bubble wrap, depending on your unique requirements. Our hire crates also include specialist crates for specific industries such as pharmaceuticals, the food industry, computer carrying crates for offices with related packing materials, wrappings for office furniture and more.





                        


        

        


                        
                                
    

    
        Temperature Rating
    

    
        
    





                        

                        
                                
    



    
        Client Quotes
    

    	
                
                    4 days ago
                

                
                    
                
                
                    The crates themselves were perfectly fine and the delivery no issues either.

From there is was pretty much downhill. 
1). The collection was failed due to "size of the vehicle" despite having prior knowledge of the loading bay being underground
2). Additional charges applied in light of the above reason without notification.
3). Getting in touch with the right person seemingly takes days on end.
4). No invoice for additional charges issued.

I've ended up referring this to my bank to investigate.

Something obviously went horribly wrong with this transaction and ultimately me as the customer ended up footing the bill for inadequacies in the process. Not sure that is an entirely fair outcome which is why I have chosen to challenge it. The cost is relatively insignificant but more a matter of principal that I am choosing to pursue it.

I can assure you I can ill afford the time I have spent on resolving this issue. But nor am I willing to just let a supplier just forge ahead with charging my account without approval in advance.

Hope it helps get your house in order.
                

            
	
                
                    12 days ago
                

                
                    
                
                
                    Excellent service, brilliant products, great prices!
                

            
	
                
                    2 months ago
                

                
                    
                
                
                    Overall service has been very satisfactory.
                

            
	
                
                    4 months ago
                

                
                    
                
                
                    Good service, good communication.  Would have been beneficial to see delivery charges in advance of placing the order, more for awareness.  But cannot fault the delivery and collection aspects.  Thank you
                

            
	
                
                    5 months ago
                

                
                    
                
                
                    Excellent service and very happy to be able to hire these.
                

            
	
                
                    5 months ago
                

                
                    
                
                
                    Great service.
                

            
	
                
                    5 months ago
                

                
                    
                
                
                    Great service
                

            
	
                
                    7 months ago
                

                
                    
                
                
                    I have so far had a lovely experience with your companys service and was helped by a very friendly man called Paul on collection of my crates. Your office staff were also super helpful with my request of a refund for the crates I didn’t manage to pack.
                

            
	
                
                    7 months ago
                

                
                    
                
                
                    Tried charging for extra week’s rental. Wrong size of vehicle suggested for package
                

            
	
                
                    9 months ago
                

                
                    
                
                
                    Excellent service - start to finish
                

            
	
                
                    9 months ago
                

                
                    
                
                
                    I would like to say Team who delivered crates. Where amazing. They were first thing in the morning and unfortunately before costumer who could open the the doors. But even then they very super polite and helpful. we had 400 crates and  Team did spread all crates around the office to make sure it is easier for stuff. First collection was amazing too all collected without issues.

- The only issue was stickers the adhesive was really poor and did not stick to crates or any surface and had to use tapes to hold them in to the place
                

            
	
                
                    9 months ago
                

                
                    
                
                
                    We had 50 crates delivered to our premises, we wanted it to be stored in the warehouse which is easy access through our backdoor. The driver did not have support tools to wheel the crates in so we had one of our staff awkwardly bringing in the totes. The driver was not sure how to bring it in as well which caused a bit of confusion. When we are paying roughly 200 pounds for delivery, our expectations were it would be really smooth.
                

            
	
                
                    9 months ago
                

                
                    
                
                
                    Delivered promptly and the price is very good value for money
                

            
	
                
                    10 months ago
                

                
                    
                
                
                    Very efficient
                

            
	
                
                    11 months ago
                

                
                    
                
                
                    Excellent ordering process, simple to use and customer service received from the logistics team  led by Paul Bennett delivering the crates was awesome. Also the great service from the customer service team when I called to delay the uplift of the crates.
                

            
	
                
                    11 months ago
                

                
                    
                
                
                    *
                

            
	
                
                    11 months ago
                

                
                    
                
                
                    Excellent service - remember to add VAT - but the staff are brilliant and I have had no issues
                

            
	
                
                    12 months ago
                

                
                    
                
                
                    Very easy to do business with. Very helpful staff both at pickup and on the phone when I needed to extend my rental.
                

            
	
                
                    12 months ago
                

                
                    
                
                
                    Crates didn't arrive on day booked as your vehicle broke down, so our whole move has been affected. Been very disappointed with the empathy and compensation suggested by Kelly. It's been annoying to have to liaise about a new collection time and also being told we have to pay for the extension on our rental, all related to a mistake by you. Appreciate van break downs are out of your control but would've expected a big company like this to have more back up in place and a better customer service and refund policy
                

            
	
                
                    13 months ago
                

                
                    
                
                
                    Only thing I would suggest to improve is to provide delivery timeslots or notifications so customers are aware of what time the crates are being delivered & collected.
                

            







                        


        


            

        
        
            
        


                        
                                
        
        Crate Sizing

    



                        


        

        


                        
                                
    

	
			
				

			

		
			
				Small crates
			

			Up to 50 litres
			Compact and secure option.
Ideal for moving smaller items such as desktop
equipment and small household belongings.

		

		
			View our small crates
		

	



                        

                        
                                
    

	
			
				

			

		
			
				Medium crates
			

			51 to 100 litres
			Tough, durable and weatherproof.
Ideal size for carrying on stairs this is perfect for moving a wide range of office items including folders and books.

		

		
			View our medium crates
		

	



                        

                        
                                
    

	
			
				

			

		
			
				Large crates
			

			Over 101 litres
			Stackable and may be sealed for security.
Ideal for moving computers and accompanying IT equipment as well as large household items.

		

		
			View our large crates
		

	



                        


        

        


                        
                                
    
    
            
                
    


            

        
            
                Food Trays
            

            
            Stackable, nestable and are manufactured from food-grade material to comply with industry standards. Ideal for the storage and distribution of a wide range of food products.

        

        
            View Trays
        

    



                        

                        
                                
    
    
            
                
    


            

        
            
                Rigid Pallet Boxes
            

            
            Robust container, designed for carrying large loads of produce. Can be used within a variety of different food handling environments, bulked goods, small parts and textiles.

        

        
            View Pallet Box
        

    



                        

                        
                                
    
    
            
                
    


            

        
            
                Plastic Hygiene Pallets
            

            
            Strong with a high load bearing capacity with unique anti-slip top deck for increased load safety. The plastic hygiene pallet is ideal for use in food processing plants and other hygiene sensitive areas.

        

        
            View Pallet
        

    



                        


        


            

        
        
            
        


                        
                                
        
        Delivery

    



                        


        

        


                        
                                
    

    phs Teacrate offers a fast and efficient UK wide delivery service.

Crate Hire & Packaging Depots: London NW10 6RH, Birmingham B76 9EE, Manchester M24 2RW, Leeds LS11 5UU, Bristol BS11 8AP, Durham DH6 5NG and Livingston EH54 5DR.

Food Trays & Wash Service Depots: Birmingham B76 9EE and Durham DH6 5NG

Crate hire delivery information





                        

                        
                                
    

    




                        


        


            

        
        
            
        


                        
                                
        
        Certifications & Associations

    



                        


        

        


                        
                                
    



                        

                        
                                
    

    




                        

                        
                                
    



                        


        


            

        
        
            
        


                        
                                
    

    phs Teacrate Introduction:

With over 35 years’ experience, we are the leading service provider for crate rental solutions, handling equipment, packaging products and tailored hygienic wash service. phs Teacrate can help you source the right products whilst meeting your specific requirements. No matter the size of your project, we have the right solution for you.





                        


        

        


                        
                                
    

    phs Teacrate Service:

Every year we move over 9 million crates, and with full geographical coverage across the UK we support industries such as removals, storage, retail and fit out companies, making us the market leading crate rental service provider across the UK. We have over 100 operational staff and offer a nationwide service. Next working day delivery is available on all stocked items, so we are able to supply you with products on short notice!

 

phs Teacrate Innovation:

We are constantly thinking of new innovations to make our customers experience with us as hassle-free as possible.

We are proud to be the first company to have barcoded crates! Our unique barcoding technology allows customers to be able to track their products from the initial delivery through to the final collection, giving customers the reassurance of being able to track their belongings during their move.





                        

                        
                                
    

    phs Teacrate Products:

Our crates suit any size of move, with size ranges from 25 to 165 litres. We also offer an extensive range of Returnable Transit Packaging products. Using RTP products offer clear economic, social and environmental benefits, and these products are designed for use over multiple trips which in time can save you money! Using RTP products protects the items within, whether they be produce or products against damage, all due to the strength and durability of our crates, and having the choice to either stack or position crates on top of each other.

We offer both crate rental and outright purchase options. Our rental service means you can have crates delivered on a time slot that suits you. Meaning no unnecessary crates hanging around and taking up space when preparing for your move.

Our state-of-the-art food wash service ensures food trays are washed to the highest of standards. We understand hygiene within certain sectors is vital, so our wash service can be specifically designed to suit your needs and industry. We have the capacity to wash over 400,00 trays every week, this means you can be sure you’re in safe hands! Our service is available as a fully serviced contract or as a stand a-lone service to customers using their own crates or pallets.

 





                        


        

        


                        
                                
    



    
            
        
            
        
    

    
        
            Want to know more?
        

        
            
Call us on 0800 980 6996 or Send us a message

        
    


    




                        


        


            

        





    
    
    
        
            
                
                    
                        Our Use of Cookies
                    
                

                
                    We use necessary cookies to make our site work. We'd also like to set optional analytics cookies to help us provide a better experience for our users. We won't set optional cookies unless you enable them. Using this tool will set a cookie on your device to remember your preferences.

For more detailed information about the cookies we use, read our Cookies page here.

                

                
                    
                        
                            Necessary Cookies
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            Necessary cookies enable core functionality such as security, e-commerce and account
                            management.
                            You may disable these by changing your browser settings, but this will have a negative
                            affect on
                            your ability to use the website.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            Analytics Cookies
                        
                        
                            
                            
                                
                                    Accept analytics cookies
                                
                                
                                    On
                                    Off
                                

                            
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            We use analytics services from Google and Microsoft to collect anonymous information about
                            how people use the website with the goal to improve the service we provide. These analytics
                            services collect information in a way that does not directly identify anyone.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            Profiling Cookies
                        
                        
                            
                            
                                
                                    Accept profiling cookies
                                
                                
                                    On
                                    Off
                                

                            
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            We use marketing automation software which helps us make sure you receive the most
                            relevant communication from us. These profiling cookies track your website usage so
                            we can more efficiently service your needs.
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                                    0800 980 6996
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                
                                	phs Teacrate
	151 Scrubs Lane
	London
	NW10 6RH


                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        Connect with us
                    

                    
                        
                            Follow us on social media
                        

                    

                    	
                                
                                    
                                        
                                    
                                    View our Twitter profile (opens in a new window)
                                
                            
	
                                
                                    
                                        
                                    
                                    View our LinkedIn profile (opens in a new window)
                                
                            
	
                                
                                    
                                        
                                    
                                    View our YouTube profile (opens in a new window)
                                
                            
	
                                
                                    
                                        
                                    
                                    View our Glassdoor profile (opens in a new window)
                                
                            


                

            

            
                
                    
                        © 2018 Personnel Hygiene Services Limited
                    
                    
                        Teacrate Rentals Limited site is owned and operated by Personnel Hygiene Services Limited, a company registered in England and Wales whose registered office is at Block B, Western Industrial Estate, Caerphilly CF83 1XH. Company Registration No. 59738
                    
                

            

        

    



    

	
		
		
		
		
	

	
		
			
		
	

	
		
			
		
	

	
		
	

	
		
	

	
		
		
		
		
	

	
		
		
	

	
		
		
	

	
		
		
	

	
		
	

	
		
	

	
		
		
	

	
		
		
		
	

	
		
	

	
		
	

	
		
			
			
			
		
		
			
			
			
		
	

	
		
			
			
			
		
		
			
			
			
		
	

	
		
			
			
			
		
		
			
			
			
		
	

	
		
		
		
	

	
		
			
				
			
		
	

	
		
			
			
		
	

	
		
			
			
			
		
	

	
		
			
		
	

	
		
			
			
			
		
	

	
		
			
			
		
	

	
	
		
		
	

	
		
		
		
		
		
	

	
		
		
	

	
		
		
		
	

	
		
			
			
			
		
	

	
		
			
			
			
		
	

	
		
			
		
		
			
				
					
				
				
			
			
		
	

	
		
			
		
		
			
				
					
				
				
			
			
		
	

	
		
			
		
		
			
				
					
				
				
			
			
		
	

	
		
	

	
		
		
		
		
	

	
		
		
	

	
		
		
		
		
	

	
		
		
		
		
	





    
    

        
        

